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ABSTRACT

Tepurpose of this thesis is to examine and reccumend

methcdolosies that viii support the analysis of the ARCONS

II field experiment. This is dcne in three parts. The first

is te determine the methods with which to analyzq the exper-

imental effects and interactions. This is followed by a

discussicn of data analysis -techaiques for rapresenting the

data. thirdly, an examination of the techniques for deter-

mining the significance of certain questions relatlrg to the

Armor Ccutat Process is discussed.<
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I. U22l2oU_...2_

a. RACKGACUV

recision-making within the Armed Forces has evolved intc

an extremely complex process requiring an ever increasing

dependence upon quantitative tools such as combat modeling

and ccmputer simulation. In view of this situation the

Defense repartment recognized the importance of the data

required as input to these mcdels. Consequently, the Army

has undertaken a program of modeis improvement supported by

field exerizentaticn. In response to this effort the

Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) designated the TRADOC

Systems Analysis Activity (TRASANA) as the proponent for a

series cf field experiments to provide the Army Model

Improvement Program the required support. Furthermcre, It

directed the Tradoc Ccmbinea Arms Test Activity (TCATR) at

Fort Hood, Texas to conduct the first of these experiments.

This initial experimentation waz quickly fclloved by the

/ArmoT Ccubat Operations Model Support (ARCOMS) Field

Experiment Phase I1 (ARCOmS iI). The ARCOMS 1 fcrce-cn-

force engagement experiment was designed to provide data

that would enable mcdelers to better understand the direct

fire comtat processes in both cffensive and defensive opera-

tions; tbe result cf which is the eventual improvement in

Armor combat modeling, combined arms simulaticn and wargam-

zing. Amcng the critical issues to be addressed were the

time and range dependent distributions of the "dependent

variables" during the force-on-force engagements as well as

the experimental effects and interactions [Ref. 1: pp. 1-1
thru 1-10).

9
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1.§,se n.2

Tte scenaric for this expe-iient consisted-cf a

series cf ccobined aims meeting engagements between ATTACZER
and DEPENDER forces ccnfigured as shown in Table I (Ref. 1:
p. 1-5], The force configuration depicted here is typical of
an Armor heavy team attacking an Armor platoon supported by

anti-tank weapons. The specific quantities of each force

element were allccated in order to provide the Attacker with

the minimum force ratio of three to one.

TABLE I

FORCE CORPOSITION

EQUI;MENT OFFENSE DEFENSE
TYPI BOUNDI NG OVERWATCH I

Tank, M60 2 platoons 1 platoon 1 platcon

APC 1 platoon
AT 1 section 1 element

lie scenario was designed to play US and CPFOR

tactics in both offensive and defensive oprations. The
opposing forces were given initial briefings and operaticns

orders. The test officers acted as both the controllers and

the higher headquarters for the participating units. The

players were permitted to conduct the operatlon to the best
of their experience and ability so long as they remained

consistant with the tact ical doctrine that they were

selected tc represent. The attacking force ccmmenced

10



deployment from one cf two salected avenues of apprcach.

Their objective was to seize positions being defended by the

cpposing force. ?roc this point the meeting engagement was

free flowing. This permitted the tactical play tc be as

realistic as possible. Artillery, smoke, mines and :h use

of trenches were not played.

2. rata Collecticn

Pricr to the conduct of the experiment data on the

following environmental areas was collected.

I . 'Ietecrological data.

2. Player demographics.

3. Equipment demcgraphics.
4. Historical questionaires.

This was followed, a short time later, by the experimental

phase in which the employment of automated measuring and

recording devices enabld data collection to be performed in

"real time". Ndditicnally, this method of data collection

provided a means tc amass an enormous quantity cf data

pertaining to positicn location, firer and target ident.ifi-

cation, rangs, and a record of hits and misses, just to name

a few. The data collected on the dependent variableS

consisted of five types. They are

1. Line-of-sight data (i ntervisibility)

2. Target aquisiticn data.

3. Target distribution data.

4. Taroet engagement results.

5. Attrition data.

3. rep2 nden=e V ar11iabsg

The dependent variables that were measured [Ref. 1:

pp. 1-20 thru 1-33] are too numerous to be l-sted here. They

are, however, providsd in appendix A.

11



Four independent variables were chosen at which to

measure the dependent or response variables. Each cf these

variatles ccnsisted cf two levels as shown in Table II. By

fixing each of the distinct combinations of the independent

variable levels, an experimental trial was determined. The

entire experiment consisted cf eight trials each replicated

a total cf three times.

TABLE II I
FACTOR LEVELS

INEPEDENT VABIABLES LEVELSI I
ATTACKER TACTICS -Fire and lovement I

-Rapi-d Approach

DEFENDER TACTICS -Deliberate DefersE 9

-Hasty Defense I

TIRRAIN (avenue -Hilly (Avenue 'A')cf approach)
-Flat(Avenue 'B')

HATCh POSITICN -Open I
(visibilit) -Co

-Closed

12I



B. OBJECTIVE

It is the objective of this paper to examine thcse reth-

odologies that will hest support the data analysis effcrt

following the comple-ticn of data reduction. This is to be

accomplished in three parts. The first is an examinaticn of

the experimental effects. The second is to discuss data

analysis techniques to describe the data. This is followed

by discussion of the analysis techniques that will help to

determine the significance of certain questions relating to

the Armcr Ccbat Process.

C. SCOPI

The scope of this paper will be limited to specifically

addressing the questicns of "What should be analyzed?" as

well as "What method should be employed to perform the anal-

ysis?". In the preceding paragraph it was stated that a

primary ccncern of experimental analysis is to determine -the

effect that the independent variables have upon the depen-

dent variables. It is equally important -o examine the

effect that the interactions between these variables have

upon the dependent varable. This is to be accomplished in

the fcllcwing manner.

1. An examination of current procedures in analysis of

variance and factorial design analysis will be made

tc decide upon the best method with which to estimate

the experimental effects.

2. Cnce an appropriate method has been selected, a

procedural example will be used to illustrate the

analytical prccess involved in the derivation and

interpretation of the experiaental effects.

In order to facilitate Armor Combat Modeling, the data

analysis shculd focus upon the methods which transform the

data intc descriptive or predictive models. The mcdels

13



include regressicn mcdels as well as many veil known prota-

bilistic cr stochastic models. Procedural methods w-l' be

discussed in order tc obtain answers to specific questicns

regarding the combat process reflected by this experiment.

included in this discussion are proposals for conducting

comparative analyses tetween these results an~d historical

experience as veil as cther experiaentation.

14
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3. ANkLY50 OF EXZER NTZ! IFFE*

1. BACKGROOD DISCUSSION

The four independent variables each at two levels fcrm a
total of sixteen urique combinations. By msasuring the
dependent variable for each of these combi-naticns it is

possi~bc to conduct an analysis of variance using a 24

factorial design. The independent variables will, hence-
forth, he referred to as the experimental factors. The
factcrs listed in Sables II and 11I have been coded A

through C while their apprcpriate levels have been desig-
nated as ;lus(*) or min us(-) . For clarity and simplicity

this coding will be used throughout the thesis when refer-
ring to a particular factor, or factor-leval ccmbina-._cn.

The ARCCoiS II experiment was performed by using only ei-ght
of the sixteen treatment combinations. This was due pr:-za-

rily tc tte prohibitive cost of resources (Ref. 2: p. 2-3].
Yet, each ccmbination was replicated three times. A look at

Table IV will show th - combinations -chat were actually

cmployed. if all possible combinations of the control var-i-

ables bad been utilized the 20 factorial design would have

proven tc be an efficient method by which to estimate the

rai~n effqcts, and the interaction effects as well as an.
estwate cf Pxperimentai. sr~cr. The main effects ar-s the
contributions that the factors Attacker Tactics, Defender
Tactics , Terrain ar~d Hatch Position have upon -the experi-
mental yield (the dependent variables) . The interactions,

(-n the ctler hand, ccnsist of the simultaneous effect of a

combination of two, three or four factors upon the yield.

This is valid Sc long as the factorial model assumptions are

valid.



TABLE III

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN hNTRIX

CCNTRCL VARIAELE LEVELS CODE SIGN

Attacker Tactics Fire and
Moveuent A +

Rapid Approch A -

Defender tactics Deliberate B +

Hasty B -

Terrain (avenue Hilly C +
of approach) fla t C

Hatch Pcsition Open D +

Closed D -

TABLE IV

COCED 11PERIERUTAL DESIGN NATRIX

TRIAL A B C D NO. OF REPS

1 + + + 3
2 - + + + 3
3 + + - + 3

+4 + + 3
5 + + 4 - 3
6 - 3
7 + - 3
8 - + + - 3

N0. of (+, L. 6 6 6
No. of --) 1 2 2 2

16
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B. INALISIS OF THE hVENT MATRIX

Given the event matrix in Tible IV the question is -:her

"How should it be analyzed in order to determine expe:i-

sental effacts?" Having already excluded the 24 factorial

design because of the reduced number of trials, the feasi-

hility of using ether known types of factorial designs will

he examined. This %iil involve a look at fractional facto-

rials, and confounding of the interact.ons tc prcd jce

sub-mcdels cf a 2' factorial design. Although the use of

blocking variablas was considered, it will not be included

in this ;aper. This is primarily due to the fact that there

does not exist a physical variable from which blocks could

he generated. The introduction of a dummy blocking variable

would only ser7e to compound the analysis of the co.founding

that would normally cccur due to blocking.

1. A 24-' Half fractional Factorial

Cften there exists in a factorial design a certain

amount of redundency with respect to the interacticns or

main effect.. This reduncency may be at:r.buted to either

the negligible affect of a higher ordar interaction cr the

negligible effect cf a particular factor. The latter is

especially true when a large number of factors are used in

the design [Ref. 3: pp. 374-375]. Capitalizina upon -:his

roticn cne may find it possibl_ -to reduce the number of

trials and still obtain valid resulzs. However, the little

bit of freedom that is gained when an interacticn cr a

factcr is assumed tc be negligible has a cost attached tc
it. That cost is in terms of a loss of information rsgardino

the effect of the omitted interaction. If from experience

cr scme prior information one knows of such a negligible

effect, there will be little or no loss of informaticn. On
the other hand, if no a ar"Tj knowledge exists, a loss of

17



informaticn that is normally attributed to the effect i-

likely to occur. Rather than regarding this as a lcss of

inforuaticn, it would be more appropriate to say that the

information has been confounded with some other affect.

Thus an effect normally attributed ta the omitted factor

combination is now ccnfounded with some other factcr combi-

nation. The two effects are now indistinguishable from

one-another.

Reduction in the requisite number of trials may also

be accocuplished by considering a half-replicate cf a 24

factcrial. A half-replicate of the 24 factorial is merely a

24-1 or 23 factorial. This requires only eight or half of

the original sixteen trials. Thus, it only remains to d.ter-

mine those eight combinations that produce the best results.

The proper choice comes from confounding a higher crder

interacticn with other factor combinations. This procedure

generates two complimentary sets of eight combinaticns

called a fcld-over. Either set is equally useful for the

purposes of analysis provided that measurements are taken

using the selected half-replicate.

Clearly, it is impcrtant to obtain as much infcrma-

tion as pcssible with regard to the main effects. To do this

it is necessary to generate fold-over sets by corfcunding

higher crder interactions. This precludes any ambiguity with

respect to the main effects. The fold-over sets usinc

interacticns AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, and CD were generated and

an attempt was made 'o match the resulting treatmen-t ccmbi-

naticns tc the eight actually used In the experiment (Table
IV). unfortunately, none of the fold-over sets produced a

match. An attempt with each of the third order interacticns

ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD, and ABCD was also fruitless.

It kecame readily apparent that the imbalance in the

occurrence of factors at the upper and lower level was to

have an over-riding effect in using any subset cf a ?4

18



factorial design (see Table IV). The only sub-model mhat

could produce the prcper treatment combinations for analysis

is the 22 factorial design or the 2x2 ANOVA. This des:gn
will, hcvever, severely reduce the amount of useful informa-

tion about the factcrs and interaction effects that would
have ctherwise been available.

2.. !a A2oA 111-b . epUlcati__pons

The imbalance in the treatment combinations s.lscted

for the experiment dces not allow for the examination of all

the 2x2 sub-zolels that are possible. The only Fossible

combinations are indicated in Table V. Choosing any two of

the four independent variables as factors will require t-hat

the cther two be held at a fixed level. Once this is done it
will be possible to examine the effects of the chosen
factors.

Ey way of an example, if Attacker Tactics is ccnsid-

ered to he the first factor and Defender tactics as thp

second, the 2x2 design for factors "k AND B" shcwn in Table

V may be derived. lictice that this configuration requires

at least four trials of the proper plus-ainus combination.

Since factors B, C, and D never occur together at the lower

level, -t will not be possible to construct in analysis of
variance table using factors B and C, or B and D, or C and

D.

i

19



TABLE V

THE POSSIBLE 2z2 ANOVI SUB-MtODELS

"A AND B"

A B+C D ' A+B-C+D-

A4 Trial 1 Trial 4

A- Trial 2 Trial 6

"A AND D" " A AND D"

P.EC D+ A +BC-D+ A+B+C+D+ &+B+C+D-

A+ Trial 1 Trial 3 A+ Trial 1 Trial 5

A- Trial 2 Trial 7 &- Trial 2 Trial 8

The model for a 2x2 analysis of variance with -epli-

cations is relatively (Ref. 4: pp. 568-570] simple. Assuming

that an ctsevaticn of the response variable is a functncn of

the fcllcwing effects

n -the grand mean.

S. -the row effect where i=1,21

Yj -tbe cclumn ef.fect where J=1,2

i j -the interacticn effect

Cjk -expe.imental error for the observation

at the kth replication where k=1,2,3

the mcdel representing the kth observation .n the ijth cell

may tben he written

Y. i + + Y + + k (2.2)

ijk 1 +j ijk

The errcr terms in the model are assaumed to be normally

distributed with mean zero and variance a.

20



Ike fictitious data in Table VI will serve to illus-

trate the analysis of variance procedure. Suppose it is of

interest tc determine the effects of factors Attacker

Tactics, and Defender Tactics upon the mean time for the

Defender to detect an attacker. The data in each cill repre-

sents the mean time for the defender to detect an attacker

for each of the three replications corresponding to the

treatment ccmbinations in Table V. An analysis of variance

table for this model as well as a solution using the Biomed

computer subroutine, BMDP2V, is provided in Appendix C

[Ref. 5: p.359-386]. A summary of the results is l±sted in
Table VII. The results of the analysis may serve to answer

questions ccncerning the existence of effects or interac-

tions. The three relevent quest.ions relate to

column(Defender Tactics), rcw(Attacker Tactics), and inter-

action effects.

TABLE VI

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DATA

DEFENDER TACTICS (1)
1 2

60 82
1 s 74

ATTACKE 10 84
TAC7IC -

(i) e6 90

2 90 76

94 92

The null and alternative hypotheses on the interac-

tion effects are stated as

HO: There is no interaction effect( $i,= 0)

HI: There is an interaction effect( $ii. * 0)

21F ----.- 1~- -



Where "i" and "J" gc between levels one and two. If the

null hyposthesis (EC) is indeed true then the test

statistic, IS = HSI/MSE, is distributed as an "F" with ( I

8 ) degrees cf freedcm. The probability that an "F" variatble

will exceed the computed value of the test statistic is used

to deterwine if the null hypothesis will be accepted or

rejected. It is customary to reject Ho if this computed

probatillty is less than a preselected value,, , called the

level of significance. a represents the probability that the

null hypcthesis is rejec:ed given that it is in fact true.

This relaticnship is depicted in Figure 2.2. For example,

if the value of the test statistic is equal to 2.67 or

greater, it woull lead to a rejection of the null hypothesis

at an alpha of .1407. At an alpha of 0.1, we would fail to

reject tie null hypothesis; it would then be concluded that

there is no evidence to suggest the existence of a signifi-

cant interaction effect.

TABLE VII

RPSOITS OF ATTACKR TO DEFEUDER TACTICS ANOVA

(HYEOTHETICAl EXAMPLE)

SOURCE SUM OF D.F. MEAN TEST TA.L
SQUARES SQUARE STATISTIC PROF

HEAN SSI= 4SM=
EFFECT 79707 1 79707 1449.22 0.0000

ATTACKIR SS A MSA
TACTIC 507 1 507 9.22 J.0162

DEFENDEF 5D= 1 010.03
T ACTIC 1 0.49 0.5034

INIEBACTICM S551HSI
EFFECT 147 1 147 2.67 0. 1407

ERBCB SSE= MSEM
EFFECT 440 8 55

22
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When the null hypothesis is not rejected, the er:or

sum of squares in the analysis of variance table( Table

VIII) is cften modified by adding the interaction sum of

squares tc it; the mcdified error mean square is then used

to test the hypothesis on the main effects. The resulting

mean square values ard the values of the test statistic are

shown in Tatle VIII. If O = 0.1 one can conclude as depicted
in Figure 2.3 that "Attacker Tactics" has a significant

effect on the mean time to detect a target by the defender

while the "Defender Tactics" does not. Of course, this

example was contrived for illustrative purposes and does not

necessarily reflect r-ality. Once the data is collated it

will te possible to perform a simila- analysis on all the

response variables using the ANOVA configurations in Tahle
v. [

~18)I I V
I I I

: ) IRiOn f •Reject

2.67$

Figure 2.1 Critical Region for the F Statistic.
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TABLE VIIIj
RESULTS FOR POOLED SUN OF SQUIRES

!Msp =SSE + 1 /S (D~e + D~i)
44- 147M/8 + 1)

F A = M SP F.1,9) = 3.36 I

F sDSF F.41,9)= 3.361
.4 14

F19)

Begion of .Rej ectb
Accept ence *C 1

0. 414 3.3 7.77

Figure 2.2 Critical Region for F (1,q).
.9
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III. D AT AL

A. GNDEIAL

The manner and method by which data is analyzed is mcst

often determined by its intended 'se. If it is to be used

for the express purpose of assessing the probability that

an event will occur, it would be desirable , at a minimum,

to tabulate the results based upon the empirical distribu-

tion. On the other hand, if the data is intended to be used

for further analysis, it would be more desirable tc fit a

theoretical distributicn to the data. The latter method has

some distinct advantages over the former. Tabulaticn of

empirical results are not as versatile as the fi-.ting of a

distribution. The fitted distribution allows for the study

cf the effect of charges in the values of boh the ?arame-

ters and the independent variaoles. This aspect is

especially important in combat modeling *hich must be

responsive to a vari-ty of scenarios and situations. acre

importantly, theoretical probabality distributions, have

been extensivaly studied, and their properties are well

known. This mak%s them extremely useful in analysis as well

as modeling. I_ many situations, a prcblam may be more

easily modeled mathematically than by laboring over an slab-

orate ccmputer simulation.

in light cf the preceding discussion, -he remainder of

this chapter will cover the methodology for fitting theoret-

ical distributions to data and testing for goodness-cf-fit.

25
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B. DATA STRUCTURE AN CATEGORIZATION

Before any attempt is made at analysis, it is necessary

to deterrir.e the apFropriate level of data to br used.

Figure 3.1 provides the data structure for the ARCOMS II

experiment. Since the appropriate level of data is dependent

upon the issues and analyses to be performed, its determina-

tion will te made in conJunction with -the discussicn of

analysis techniques.

C. PITTING THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTIONS TO DATA

1. 1ethcdo2.cgy

The methodology for fit-ing probability distribu-

tions fcllows th. sequence shown in Figure 3.2. The orccess

begins with an educated quess as to the underlying distribu-

tion of +he data. The parameters of the hypothesized

dis-ribu-::cn ire either krowr in advance or they are .sti-

mated frcm the data. The empirical distrlbu-on (histogram)

is then ccmpared with -he hypothsized distr-bution usin a

"qoodness of fit" test. This will determire if the fitted

dis-ributicn provides an acceptable appT-. ; atice to the

distribution of the data.

a. Estitating Parameter Values

Once a decision has been made as to the distri-

buticr zc hb. fitted, e.g. exponential, gamma. normal etc.,

it will te necessary to estimate tne parameters. The param-

eters determine the specific shape of the curve. Cften

estimates of the parameters are available fzom historical

experience. If this is not the case, the data itself may

then serve tc derive an estimate for the parameters. The

appropriate estimates for many of the standard distributicns

may be fcund in Reference 6.
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t. "'oodness of Fit" Tests

Two cf the most widely used statistical-tests

for goodness-of-fit are the Chi Square and the

Kolomcgczcv-Smirnov(F-S) tests. Under certain conditions,

each of these tests has attributes which makes it preferable

to the cther. The K-S test may only be used for fitting

continuous distributions when the parameters of the distri-

buticn tc be fitted are assumed to be kzown. However, for

the normal and exporential distributios, special tables

have been ccnstructed which permit the K-S -test to be used

when the parameter have been estimated from the data. This

extensicn of the K-S test is known as the Lilliefors test.

The K-S and Lilliefors test are often preferred cver the Chi

Square -est when the sample size is small. The Chi Squaze

test, cn the other hand, is applicable to all types of

distributions, and it is especially good when moderate to

large samples are available.

A useful bu- less rigorous method of fitting

distributions is the technique of constructing prctability

plots. This graphical method requires plotting the percen-

tiles cf the thecretical distribution against the

parcentiles of the empirical distribution. A straight line

plot indicates a good fit.

c. Variables Selected fcr Analysis

While data analysis should be accomplished on

every dependent variatle measured, the Conditional Lire of

Sight ICLCS), Acquisition, and Engagement data were selected

to prcvide procedural examples.

29
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2. CICS Data

The Conditional Line of Sight data consisted prima-

rily cf tte time Auration and path segment length over which

line of sight between an attacker vehicle and at least cne

element cf the opposing force was determined to exist. The

time segment duration was measured for both -he attacker to

defender and defender to attacker categories. The path

segment lengths, on the other hand, were measured only for

the distance over which the attacker vehicle traveled. This

is due to the fact that the attacker forces were mcving
throughout the entire period of the engagement, whereas, the

defender forces would only be expected to move between

alternate defensive positions. For this reason it was

decided tc fit theoretical distributions to the CLOS data

between attacker vehicle types (Tanks, Tows, and APCs) , and

the aggregate of all the defender forces.

Histograms of the data sets indicate that the CLOS

Time and Fath segment lengths might be represented by one of

five distributics. They are the Exponential, Gamma,

Weibull, Beta and Lcgncrmal distributions. By varying the

parameters cf these distr.butions, it is possible to obtain

a curve that is "similar" in shape to that of the histo-

grams. The Exponential, Gamma, and Weibull distributions

were fit to the time and path segment lengths. Table IX

shows the results of this fit for two of these sets. Since

the number of data pcints in each of the two sets is 829,

the Chi Square test was used to compute the test statis-.ic,

X2. By comparing X2 to the 1-squantile of the Chi Square

distribution the following rejection criteria may be used.

Beject the null hypothesis of a "good fit" if

xz > )(I- (D.F.)
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TABLE IX i

TYPE n CELLS DIST P ARAMETERS CHI D.F. (D I
(N) (K) STAT (K-N} 1) ( F

- I

TIME E29 5 EXI. X=.01935 194.1 I 9.488
SG1. e=.00686 7.539 3 7.814

~r=.3478

5 WEIB. v=O.O 5.52 2 5.991
Q=31.514

8=.5714

PA[H 829 7 EXP. X=.0118 688.4 6 12.59
SEG.

7 GAN. e =.0027 2.407 5 11.07
r =0. 23 1

7 WEIB. v=0.0 8.67 49.488 1

a=44.505

s=.5128I I

A ccparison of the test statistic to the .95 quan-

tile cf the Chi Square distribution, shoved that for all

time segment lengths the hypothesis that the data represents

an exponrential distribution is soundly rejected. However,

both the Gamma and the Weibull distributions provide good

fits. For path segment lengths the Gamma distribution

;rovided an obviously better fit than did the Weibull

distribution. The only exception to this is the Tow path

segment lengths. Figure 3.3 shows the plots of the Ueibull

cummulative distributions function and the empirical CDy for

tank time and path segment data. For Time Segment lengths
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the two distributions are virtually identical. This indi-
cates that the Weibull provides a good fit for Time segment

lengths. Ir the seccnd case the Weibull fit was not aa gcod

as the Gamma fit. The results for the remaining sets of
CLOS data are enclosed as Appendix C.

3. hcgjisit on rata

Acquisition data was devided into two data grcu~s.

The Attacker weapons acquiring or engaging those of the

Defender force, and the Defender force w-apons acquirng and

engaging Attacker weapon types. From this data, two depen-

dent variables were selected for analysis viz., "Time to

Acquire" a target given that there exists conditional line
of sight, and "Time to Engage" a target given that it has

been acquired.

The histograms for both "Time to acquire" and "Time
to engage" pointed to the exponential distribution as the

one mcst lik"ly to provide a good fit. In those cases where

the data sets had a small number of data points, the

tilliefors test was used. The Lilliefors quantiles for th* e
exponential distribction have been tabulated and may be

found in Table A16 of Reference 7. The results Tanks

acquiring or engaging Defender Tow weapons Is shown in Table
X. Tbhey indicate that the exponential distrzibution provides

a good fit to both the data on "Time to Acquire" and for
Attacker the 'Time tc Engage". These results as well as
those. fcr the remaining data sets are provided in Appendix

C.

4. Encaqament Data

Engagement data consists of measurements on the

range tc engagement, aim errors in both vertical and hori-

zontal angular shifts originating from the target's center

33
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TADLE X

GCOESESS-OF-PIT RESULTS POR ACQOISITION DATA

ATTACKER TANKS TO DEFENDER TOVS

TYPE n DIST PARAMETERS TEST CRITICAL
STAT VALUE

Time 15 EXP. N =.0092 .1642 & < 0.5
tC

Acq.

Time 15 EXP. X = .0815 .3202 & < .999tc
Eng.

of mass, as well as a series of indicator variables deli-

neating target exposure, aspect angle, whether it is mcvina,

whether it is firing, and whether it was hit, missed or
killed. Since all tte variables, except for aim errcrs, are

indicatc= in nature, they will merely yield a propcrtional

fiqure cf the number of times they occur in the data.

Consequently, aim errors are the only dependent variaDles

selected for fitting a distribu-tion.

An examinatinc of this data revealed that aim errors

were only recorded for Attacker and Defender Tank weapons.

The data was, therefcre, formed into four sets corresponding

to the "1X1 and "Y' ccordinates of aim error for Attacker and

Defender Tanks. Histograms for each of these cccrdinates

suggested that a Normal distribution is a likely candidate

to fit. Since the aim errcr distribution is bi-variate, a

bi-vaxiate normal distribution must be fit, unless it can be

shown that the correlation between the two coordinates is

zero. Tte ccrrelaticn between "X" -and "Y" for Attacker and
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Defender Tanks were computed to be 0.15 and -0.04 respec-

tively. These values are appear to be small enough to
assume that t.he correlation between the two variatle-c is

zero. With this assumption the "X" and "Y" coordinates can
be handled separately.

The results cf the Chi Square test listed in Table

II show that the Normal distribution does not provide a gco

fit tc the data. Shils they are similar in shape (bell

shaped), the empirical distribution is extremely "peaked"

when ccmpared to the theoretical Normal distribution.

Further investigation cf the data showed this was dus tc a

large numter of zero error points within the data set. This

excessive number of zero aim errors may be the result of

rounding to the nearest integer mil when the data was
recorded. Since the significance of a one mil error depends

upon the range to the target, measuring to the nearest ril

might prcvide far toc coarse a measurement scale. The end

result is a clustering of data points on the integer values,

especially at zero. As a ccnsequence it was not possibl. to

cbtain a accd fit tc the aim error data.
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TABLE II i

RESULTS OF &IN ERROR FITS

DATA NUMBER PARAMETER CHI SQ. DEGREES I
SET OF CELLS ESTIMATES VALUE OF FREEDCH
&ttackej 5 1 =-0.331 61.75 3
(I-ccc, a 2 = 1.01

I
Attacker 5 Pi = 0.053 80.67 3(Y-coord) 02 9a= 0.982 I
Defender 4 p = .0167 111.385 2
(X-cccrd) o.2 = .572

Defender 6 = .428 294.564 '4
(Y-cocrd) = 1.09

3I
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IT. _-1 S FOR D M G Vfi 2S S OF § rIGIFICANCE

1. GIVEBAL

In crder to imprcve combat modeling within the Army an

increased understanding of the combat process is essential.

Withcut the knowledge cf how combat units operate, manuever,
engange cne-another, or terminate engagments, ccmtat

modeling could scarcely be expected to represent rsality.

Thus, the primary fccus of this chapter will be to discuss

those analysis methods which may be utilized to prcvide

answers tc questions regaring the significance of certain

combat processes. The questions to be examined are based

upon the issues that TRASANA determined to be important.

Each question will he addressed separately, by briefly

discussing the pertinent issue, the most appropriate method

of analysis, and the experimental data that will suppcrt the

analytical method.

B. THE EFPECT OF BOUNDING BY THE DEFENDER ON HIS

DETECTABILITY

It has, for the most part, been assumsd that if a

defender were to stealthily move between alternativE defen-

sive positions, he might prolong the time it takes tc detect

him. A ccunter argument is that any mcv-ment against a
stationary tackgroud is more likely to queue the visual,
thermal, cr electrcnic detection ability cf the searcher,
and thereby, increase the probability that the attacker

detects a defender target. The question is then, "Does the
Defender movement into and between alternate firing posi-

tions significantly increase the rate at which the Attacker
force is able to detect him?"
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The question may be viewed as asking whether the data

suppcrts the notion that as the number of moves between

alternate positions "ncreases so does the the number of

detections. An apprcach tc answering this question is to

test the statistical hypotheses that no increasing trend

exists versus the alternative that an increasing trend dces

exist.

The data required must relate the number of times that

each defender vehicle moves between defensive positions to

the ccrrespcrding the number of times that he is detected by

any member of the attacker force. A set of data for each

trial will ccnsist cf the paired observation (XJ,Yj), where

XJ is the number of moves for the jth defender vehilce, and

Yj is the tctal number of detections scored against him.

A nonparametric method for detecting increasing or

decreasing trends is the Cox-Stewart test (Ref. 7:

pp. 133-139]. Although this test is adequate for determining

whether cr rot a trend exists, it provides to specific

inforsaticn as to how this xesult is to be used for modeling

or analysis. It is, therefore, more useful to employ a

method which will, in addition to answering the question,

also provide an estimate of the magnitude of the relation-

ship between the ttc variables of interest by means of

nonparametzic regression (Ref. 7: pp. 272-277]. Assuming

the linear regression model

YJ = A + BXJ (4.1)

first the ncnparametric estimates of "Al and "B" based on

ranks are determined; an estimate of the number of dptec-

tions may te obtained by substituting these estimates in

(4.1). The slope "B" in (1.1) will determine whe-her or not

a relaticrship exists between Xj and Yj. The magnitude and
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sign of the slope will determine the degree and direction of

the relaticrship. The Spearman's Rho test for correlation

(Ref. 7: pp. 252-256] may be used to test the f cllcwinc

hypothesis

Hc: t = bo

Ha: I > bo

This is equivalent tc testing the null hypotheses that no

correlaticn exits ve=rsus the alternative that pcsitive

correlaticn does exist. a rejection will indicate that a
correlaticn does indred exist. Al must be pointed out that

a regression using least squares could be used, provided

that all the distributio nal assumptions are satisfied.

However, least squares regression is extremely sensi-tive to

the existence of outliers. If it is suspected that cutliers

are present, it is best tc use a more "robust" method of

regression. such as the one just described or the Median

regressicn.

A confidence interval for the slope in aqua-tion 4.1 may

be derived by using the ,,two point" slope method (Ref. 7: p
266-267].

C. QUICK CASES BY ASSAULTING VEHICLES

Tn order to reduce vulnerabi.ity, assaulting vehicle

make quick dashes from one defilade position to the neit.

It is suspected that these quick dashes reduce its ability
to detect defender targets. Therefore, the following ques-

tion is asked, " Dc quick dashes by assaulting weapons

significantly reduce their ability to detect defender

targets?"
As in the previous section we may test for increasing

trend us ng the Cox-Stewart test; or perform a hypothesis
test on the slope of the regression to determine if a posi-

t:ive cor:elation exists. Because of the advantages prvicusly
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enumerated, the nonparametric regression method is prefered

in this analysis as well.

In either case the data sets are corstruc-tsd in

precisely the same manner. Care must be taken -c insure

that the length of a "quick dash" is precisely defined and

that it is consistent with current tactical doctrine.

Assuming that the quick dash lengti is 200 meters, it is now

possible to define Xj, the number of times that vehicle "j"
moved less than or equal to 200 meters; corresponding tc Xj,

we may new determine the number of detections scored by

vehicle "1". The result is the bi-variate data set (Xj,Yj).

This type of data may be collected specific to a particular

battle run, trial or aggregatted for the entire experiment.

D. ENGIGMENT AND IIS SIGNIFICANCE ON ATTRITION

The question here is "Does the frequency with which

engagements occur hurt the defender more than the

attacker?", or "Does the frequency with which a force

engages the oppcsing force Increase the kills it achieves

and decreases the kills it receives?"

Fcr either the defender or at-acker force, two sets of

hi-variate data must he analyzed. Ons set is the number of

engagements initiated by that force (Xi) and th, number of

kills a-.tibhuted to it (Yi) . The other se: is the number f

engagements initiated by that force(Xi) and the number of

kills it teceives(Zi) . Each battle run represents one sample

point. A total of 24 sample pciats may, therefcre, be

derived. The analysis procedure is the test for trend using

the Ccx-Stewart test, or the method of nonparametric :egres-

sion discussed in section B.
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B. BCOUNDS EXPENDED CN TRUE VERSUS FALSE TARGETS

The issue tc be addressed is whether there exists a

relationship between the number of rounds expended against

true or a false targets. From the stani point of the

Attacker fcrce, the question can be posed "Do Attacker

weapons firp fewer zcunds per target against false targets

than against true ones?" The same question may in turn be

asked with respect tc the Defender force. It may, in addi-

tion, te more detailel in scooe so as to ccncern a

particular weapon type, battle run, or trial nurber.

The issue involves a comparison of the distributicn of

two sets cf data. We are specifically interested in deter-

mining whether or nct we can expezt one set to have higher

expected value than the other.

The data required for this analysis consists of -wo sets

of observations. One set representing the number of rcunds

expended against true targets (Sj). The other set is the

number of rounds expended against false targets (Sk), where

j=1,...nl and k=1,...,n2. The set of hypotheses are:

HC: The expected value cf Sk is greater than or equal

to the expected value of Sj. [E(Sk)_E(Sj)}

Ha: The expected value of Sk is less than th.
expected value of Sj. (E(sk) <E(Sj)I

An appropriate test is the Mann-Whitney nonpazametzic

test fcr two independent samples (Ref. 7: pp. 215-223]. The

procedure ccnsists cf first pooling the two samples and

assigning a rank to each observation; the test statistic is

the sum of the ranks assigned to Sj (or Sk). Appropriate

tablEs cf critical values are in APFENDIX A of Reference 7.
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P. PILS! TAIET DETECTION RATE

It is suspected that the detection of false targets can

easily cccur in a batlle-fiel6d environment. It is, there-

fore, critical to the understanding of this process, to

determine the significance of a comparison between the rates

of detection of false targets for Defender weapons, Attacker

Assaulting weapons and Attacker Overwatching weapons. The

question is asked, " Is the false target detection rates the

same for the Attacker Overwatching weapons, the Defendar

weapons, and the Assaulting weapcns?"

Assuiring independence between and among the three

samples, a test on the equality of distributions may be

performed. The hypotheses are:

Ho: All three population distribution functions

are identical.

Ha: At least one of the pcpulations tends to yield

larger observations than the others.

Two ncnparametric methods of testing for significaLce
were considered viz., the Kruskal-Wallis test for several

independent samples (Ref. 7: pp. 229-237], and the Van De=

vaerden +est for several independent samples (Ref. 7: pp.

317-326]. While the Kruskal-Wallis test statistic is based

upon rarks, the Van Cer Waerden is based upon the concept of

normal sccres. The Van Der Waerden test has an advantage in

that it has a higher Asymptotic Relative Efficiency than the

Kruskal-Wallis Test. In this respect the Van Der Waerden

test is ccmparable tc its parametric counterparts, the "t"

and "F" tests, and has the same asymptotic efficiency as the

parametric tests when the population is really ncrmal and a

larger asymptotic efficiency when the population is

nonnormal (Bef. 7: p;. 316-317]. For this reason the Van

Der Vaerden test was selected as the better of the two

alternatives for testing the stated hypotheses. An initial
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comparison of the three populations will either accept or

reject tke hypothesis of identical distributions. If the

test fails to reject we are spared from having to conduct

individual ccmparisons between the sampll-s. If, on the

other hand, a rejection occurs the test provides an easy

methcd fcr making individual comparisons. Pairwise compari-

sons are performed in order to determine which sets are
significantly different from one-another. The unique pairs

are Defending to Assaulting forces, Assaulting to

Overwatching force, aid Defending to Overwatching fcrces.

The magnitude of the difference will then determine how they

are tc be crdered. It is this ordering that will provide the

final answer.

The data required for this test consists of the rate of

detecticn for each cf the three types of samples. Rate of

detection is computed by deviding the number of false target
detections by the period of time in which the detections

were sade. Data sets may be constructed based upon an indi-

vidual trial or aggregated.

G. PREQUEUCY OF OVERUATCHER DETECTIONS

A firing target generates a number of detectable effects

such a blast, flash, and smoke which serve to queue a

searcher. It is suspected that this queuing may signifi-

cantly entance the Overwatcher's ability to detect targets.

Therefore, the relevent question for this analysis is stated

as, " Do stationary Attackers, or Overwatchers incur a

higher frequency of detection when they are firing versus
when they are not?"

The question implies that an evaluation must be made to

determine if the a firing overwatcher experiences a greqater

proportion cf detections than does a nonfiring Overwatcher.
If X! represents the number of detections when the
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Overvatcker is firing and Yi represents the number of dz-Ec-

tions when the Overwatcher is not firing, a bivai_-ate data

point may be assigned to each weapoa of the Overwatchng

force. If we let Pf represent the propor-ion of detections

incurred when an Overwatcher is firing and Pn represent the

proporting of time he is not firing, the following hypoth-

eses Day be -tated

Ho: Ef = Pn

Ha: Ff > Pn

The hypctheses may be trsted by constructing a standardized

normal test statistic (Ref. 8: pp. 378-384]

(Pf-Pn) - A.0
Z= _ (1-Pf) + Pn (1-Pn) (4.2)

Nf Nnl

A rejection occurs if the test statistic exceeds the Z

quantile of the standard normal distribution. A confidence

interval say now be established for (Pf-Pn) as

0.0< Pf-Pn < Z,.q[ Pf(I-Pf) + Pn(1-Pn) (4.3)
SNf lin

For each Overwatching , or stationary att-acker target a

bivariate data point is constructed. The elements of the

tivariate .cint are Xi, the number detections when the

target is firing, and Yi, the number of detections when the

target is not firing. The proportions Pf and r are then Pf=

Xi/(Xi+Yi) and Pn= Yi/(Xi+Yi). The sample may be
constructed for each tattle run, trial or as an aggregation

of the entire experiment.
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A. CCNCIUSICNS

While the ARCOMS II field experiment forged the way in

the collection of experimental data on the Armor Ccmbat

processes, it did nct provide for an efficient analysis of

experimental effects and interactions. The choice of the

eight factor-level ccmbinations at which the data was meas-

ured failed to provide the balance needed to perform a 24-1
fractional factorial analyis. The only model which could be

used is the 22 factcrial analysis with replications. Even
this is not an applicable sub-model for all factor combina-
tions. In fact, there are only threse combinations of factors

that provide suitable models. They are Attacker Tactics to

Defender Tactics, Attacker Tactics to Terrain, and Attacker

Tactics to Hatch Position.

The fitting of theoretical distributions is possible for

a great dial of the data. Preliminary data analysis suggests

that CLCS time and path segment lengths are distributed as

either Gamma or Weibuli distributions while the time to

aquire and time to engage appear to be exponentially

distributed.

B. RECCHIENDATIONS

Based upon these conclusions the following recomenda-

tions are made.

1. An Analysis cf Variance for the dependent variables

listed in Appendix A should be accomplished using a

22 factorial design( 2x2 ANOVA) with three replica-

tions per cell. This model is prov-.ded In Appendix

B. The Model assumptions should be verified by
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ctecking for r crmality cf the error terms. if this

assumption is not reasonable, consideration shcuid oe

giver to the Friedman nonparametric analysis of vari-

ance and its extension for the case with replicaticns

[Ref. 7: pp. 299-308].
2. For future experimentation, it is recommended that a

detailed experimental design be determined pricr to

collecting any data. The design should specify the

issues to be addressed, the analysis -. ,schniques to be

employed, and how the data is to be structured to

suppcrt the analysis. An early identification of the

analysis techniques will help define the type and

quantity of data to be collected.

3. The CLOS Time segment lengths when ploted against

bcth Time to Clos and Range to the initiation of CLOS

r=veal the presence of a bi-modal relationship. When

plctted against the range to initiation of CIOS the
modes, representing longer duration as well as more

frequent cccurrences, were located at 1500 and 3000
meters. This phenomenon occurred for both Tims and

Path segment leng-hs. Figures showing this phencmeron

are in Appendix D. It is recommended that an investi-

gaticn of this phenomenon be pursued with small scale
experimen t.

Prior to the ARCCS experimenz, there has been very

little data gene.rated from field exparimentation which car

represent a realistic combat scenario. Combat models have

relied keavily upcn engineering and historical data.

Engineering data is generated from well ccnzrclled

"laboratcry-like,' experimentation. The interactions involved
in a comtat evironment with a free flowing force-cn-forcs
engagement are not reflected in such data. Some idea must

be obtained as to how different data from fieid experimenta-

tion is frcm engineering or historical data. The objective +
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is to determine if the field experimentation data provides a

more realistic representation of the combat data than the

cthez twc. It is reccmmended that

1. A ccmparative analysis be performed between the

ARCO.S data and that of the Bal)istic Research

Laboratory and the Night Vision Laboratory.

2. A Regression Analysis should be performed using the

engagement data discussed in Chapter III tc predict

the Farameter for probability of detection in time
"1t. This should be compared with the results of the

N.4gh -t Vision Laboratory sxperiment. This comparative

analysis may provide an insight into the differences

between engineering data and that collected from

field expirimentation.
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DEPEUDENT VARIABLES

The dependent variables are listed according their

contributicn to combat processes in

A. OPPENSIIE OPERATICYS

Attacker vehicle LOS time and path Segments.

Number of Defensive position scanning lasers with

LOS tc single attacker vehicle.

Number of attacker vehicles with LOS to single

defensive position scanning laser.
Defender vehicle CLOS time and path segments

during exposure.

Number of defender vehicles with CLOS to

single attacker vehicles.
Number cf targets acquired by the attacker force.

Time tc acquire true targets by the attacker.
Number of false targets acqulired by the attacker.

Number cf true targets with CLOS and rounds expended

by the attacer fcrce.
Number of true targets engaged by ;he attacker force.

7ime to engage true targets by the attacker.

Target engagement results for true target engagement

by the attacker force.

Number of false targets engaged by the attacksr force.

Time to engage false targats by the attacker force.

Repcrted target ergagement results for false target

engagements by the attacker force.

Time, distance, and movement rate between bound
pcsiticns for the attackesr force.
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Time of occupation of the bound position and rounds

fired by the attacker force.
Number cf hits received by attacker vehicles.

Number cf kills cf attacker vehicles.

B. DERENSIVE OPPRATICYS

Deferder vehicle LOS time segments.

Mean number of defender vehicles with LOS

tc cffensive scanning lasers. r
Attacker vehicles with CLOS time and path

segments during expcsure.

Number of attacker vehicles with CLOS to

single defender vehicles.

Number cf true targe-ts acquired by the defender

fcrces.

Time to acquire true targets by defender vehicles.
Number cf false targets acquired by the defender

forces.

Number cf true tarqets with CLOS and rounds

expended by the defender forces
Number of true targets engaged by the defender fcrce.

Time to engage true targets by defender vehicles.
Target engagement results for true target e ngagements

by the defender forces.
Number of false targets engaged by the defender fcrce.
Time to engage false targets by the defender vehicles.
epcrted target engagement results for false target

engagements by the defender force.
Time, distance, and movement rate between bound

positions for the defender force.
Time cf occupaticn of the bound position and rounds

fired by the defender force.
Number cf hits received by defender vehicles.

Number cf kills cf defender vehicles.
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212 NOTI VITO REPLICATIONS

A. ANOVA lCDEL

Tha 2x2 analysis of variance m3del with three replica-

tions per cell is

Y ijk + a + + 4ij + Eijk

where i = ; n=2

j = 1,...,m ; m=2

k = 1,...,p ; p=3

The mcdel parameters are

n = the grand mean

0. = the first factor effect

y i= the second factor effect

= the interaction effect

Eijk = the error term

This model assumes that the error terms are indsvendent and

Normally distributed vith a mean of zero and variance of a.

It may be used to test the following hypotheses

1. All = O. (There is no effe ct due to the first1

factor)

2. All yj = 0. (There is no eff ect due to the seccnr,

factor)

3. All ij = 0. (There is no interaction effect) The

fcllcwing terms are defined in order to clarify the

ANCVA table on the following page.
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E. CCNPOIE PROGRAM

FILES TESTAE FROGRAM A. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOCL

IlGIGIORGI JCe (1928911 ),CIGICAG1 GR 360atCLASS-A
11*M4AIN CRGuNPGVf41.1928F

ii* SAI'FLE OF ANOVA HYPITHEIICA. TEST CATA

1/* A71ACKER TAL.TICS TC DEFENCEF TACTICS.

I/ EXEC B 0E RkaM 2
//GC.SYSIN CC
/PRCBLEM 7I7LE IS *AP.EITRASFY #eVFCTIETICAL TEST DATA'.
/INFLT %AAIABLES ARE .3.

FC~lwAT IS '(2F3.C)'o
/VARIABLE IhAMES ARE DETC9TCICf.El.E
/DESIGN CEPENCENT IS DETlUM 'E. AlCC-RCUiFING ARE CEFTACTTCIC
/GRCLP CCDES(Il ARE I

IAI'ES4I) ARE ClELN~,HA!7y.
CCCES(2) ARE
IPAtE.!(2) ARE FIREMVT,APC

1 2 at
1 2 sc
1 2 S4
2 182
1 1 74

1. E4
-2 SC

2 2 74
22 92
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PAGE 1

E.DF2V - AN'ILYSIS OF VARIANCE AhC COARIANCE WITH REPEATED MEASLAESO
MOP STATICI CAL SOFTwARE, INC.
964 wESTWECI 8LVO. SUITE 202
(2131 475-51CC
FRCGRAM RE'EISEG APRIL 1982
PAN AL REVI4EC -- 1981
CCPYRIG-T (1) 1c82 REGENTS CF UNIVERSITY CF .ALIFORNIA

7O SEE REMAFICS AND A SUPMARY OF NEk FEATURES FCR
THIS PRCGRAo STATE N. ko lh THE PRIIbT PARAGRAPIk.

JUNE lit 1S83 AT 22:23:08

FRCGRAM COhIFCL INFORMATICN

/PRCELEM 1ITLE IS 'AREITRARY I-VFCTkETICAL TEST DATA'.
/I.\FLT VARIA LES ARZ 3.

FCFPMAT IS i(3F3o.)°•
iVARIABLE fAMES ARE DEFTACTvATACTICvCETTlIPEe
IDESIGN CEFENCENT IS DETTIMEo

CCUFING ARE DEFTACTATACIIC*
/GRCLP CCCE!(li ARE 1

' APES( ARE DELIBHASTIY
CCCES12 ARc 19 20
NAME!42) ARE FIREMVTFAPIC.

lEND

FRCBLEM TITLE IS
ARBITRARY -%iFCTIETICAL TEST CATA

NUMBER CF VARIAELES TO READ IN* o o o a o eo 3
NUMEER OF VISIAELES ADDEC 5V TRANSFOSMATIONSe o 0
TOTAL NLUBEF CF VARIA1LES . o o a : : : : : a . 3
N';IYEER CF CASES TO READ IN. . .. .. .. TO END
CASE LAEELI C- VARIABLES & e * o s
PISSING 'IALLES CHECKED BEFORE CR A;FTER TiANS. NEITHER
ELAKS ARE. . . . . . . . . .. a . . MISSING
INPLT UIT NtMBER o . * o s a 0 0 5
RmiAND INPUT UNIT PRIOR TO READING. * DATA. . o NO
NUMEER CF hCFCS CF DYNAPIC STORAGE. s e a o * . 96254
NUMEER OF CASES DESCRIBED BY INF.I FCRMAT . . e 1
VARIABLES TC EE USEDf. CEFT7ACT 2 ATACTIC 3 DETTIPE

INPUT FCFMAI IS
(F3.0)

MAXIMUM LENC-H LATA RECCRD IS S CIARACTERSo

I N PU T A RI A 8L E S o o o
VARIABLE RECORD COLUMNS FIELC TYPE VARIABLE

INDEX NAM E NO. BEGIN ENC ULTiLTh INCEX NAPE

1 DEFTACT 1 1 - 3 F 3 CETTIME
Z ATAC1IC 1 4 6 3 F

CESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

GACLF 1 . 2
DEFEND a 3

BASEE ON IhFLT FORMAT SLPPLIED I FECOPDS ,READ PER CASE.

INTERVAL
VARIABLE MINIMUM MAXIMU/1 MIS.4SNG CATEGCRY CATEGCRY GREATER LE
NCo NAME LIMIT LMI T CCDE CODE NAME THAN c

I GEFTACT 1o00000 DELIB
2.30000 HASTY

2 ATACTIC 1.00000 FIRENVT
2.00000 RAPID
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APU_2IX _G

DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS

A. CLOS r£TA

The results cf the "goodness of fit" tes-s for the data

c n Ccnditicnal lins of sight isz li-sted in Table XIII.

HistcgrarE are provided as Figures C.1, C.2, and C.3.

B. ICOISITICN DATA

The results cf fitting the Aquisition data is provided

in twc parts. Table XIV provides the resulrs for "Ti'me to
Detect" while Table IV provides the results for "Time to

Engage". Rather than include all histogram, three typical

histcgrams are provided as Figures C.4, C.5, and C.6.

C. AIR ZERCR DATA

Histograms for aim errors are provided as Figures C.7

and C.8.

D. SCATTER DIAGRAMS EOR TIRE AND PATH SEGMENT LENGHTS

Figures C.9 through C.11 show the scatter plots for Time

and Path segment lengths against time and range to init-a-

tion cf conditional line.
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'I
TABLE XIIIF RESULT OF PITTING CLOS DATA j

TIME SEGMENT DATA:
I2 I

SET CELLS 1IST. PARA N. TEST D.P. X (DF)
STAT 1-a

TANKS 5 E X=.0194 194.1 4 9.488
(829) G e=.0C69 7.539 3 7.851r=.3478

S V= 0.0 5.52 2 5.991I
a=31.51
6=* 5714

TCVS 7 E ,=.0100 87.03 6 12.59
G1 7 E 8=.0033 5.512 5 11.07 I

r=.3281I
.v= 2 5.089 4 9.488
=.5405II

APCS 6 E \=.026 49.75 5 11.07 I
(160) G 0=.0085 7.126 4 9.488 Ir = . 325V= 3 6.395 3 7.851 1

a=21 .38
6=.5405

PATH SEGMENT DATA:

SET CELLS DIST. PARA4. TEST D.F. -X2 (DF)
STAT

TANKS 7 E X=.0118 688.4 6 12.59
(829) G 9=.0027 2.407 5 11.07

r=. 231
W V= 0.0 8.67 4 9.488 I

a=4 4 .51 I
8=. 5128 I

TCUS 4 E ;=.0689 90.87 3 7.851
(le8) G 0=.o069 10.52 2 5.991

r =. 1 325
I v= 0 18.25 1 3.84 I

a=4 . 369

APCs 5 E x=.o 11e 53.016 4 9.48
(160) G 6=. 3 044 7.282 3 7.851

r= .325
v v = 0 6.278 2 5.991 Ia=50 .78

= =.555
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F:igure C. 1 Tank CIO$ Time and Path Segment Histograas.
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TABLE XIVI
RESULTS FOR TINE TO ENGAGE DATA

DATA fCR ATTACKER TO DEFENDER VEHICLES:

TYPE rIST. T TEST TEST D.F. CRITICAL
PORM TYPE STAT VALUE

Tank _;X (t-2) .076 Chi 5.41 5 j< .75
to Sq.

Tank

Tank 1e-xt ,.328 Lil1for. . l97 MA 6< .30
to
Tow

Tank X X(t-3) .2414 Lilfor. .2857 NA .7< -<.8

fDra.
TOW 1-g X ( t - 3 ) .146 Chi 3.843 4 .7<& <.9
to Tank Sq.
423)
Ov l-gA(t-3) .2e57 Lilfor. .25 NA .5<j <.7

tc Tow
(8)

DEFERCER TO ATTACKER VEHICLES.

Tank l_ (t-1) .1213 Chi 7.29 5 .75<d <.9
tc Sq.Tark

(155)

Tow ._-A(t-3) C719 Chi 3.415 4 &< .75
tc Sq.

Tank
(30) I

Tow 1 4 xt .0625 Lilfor. .3544 NA i < .70
to Tow
(4)
Dra .225 Lilfor. .24 14A i= .60
to ?owI I
(10)
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TIBLE IV

RESULTS FOR TIRE TO DETECT DATA

DATA TCR ATTACKER TO DEFENDER VEHICLES:

TYPE DIST. TEST TEST D.F. CRITICAL
FORM TYPE STAT VALGE

Tark ijx(t-1) .037 Chi 13.59 7 .9< 6 <. 95•to Sq.
Tank
(8")

Tack 1 _At .0092 Lilfor. .1642 NA <.50
tc

Tow
(15)

Tow _; (t-33) .005 Chi 3.44 3 . <.75
to Tank Sq.
123)
Tow .0047 Lilfor. .2458 NA 548tc Tow(8)

DEFENDER TO ATTACKER VEHICLES.

Tark' 1 _ixt .0275 Chi 4.206 5 <.75
to Sq.Ta k
(115)

Tow .5at .0196 Chi 1.385 4 1 < .8tc I Sq.
Tark
(30)
Tow _ t  .CC37 Lilfor. .4147 NA l= .8 3.5
tc Tcw(4)

I Two extzece data points were deleted from the data.
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS

A. AEBRZVIATZONS

AECcmS - Armor Ccbat Operations model Support

(field experiment)

AT - Anti-tank

CLCS - Conditional Line of Sight

CPFOB - Oppcsing Forces

TCATA -TRADOC Ccmbined Arms Test Activity

OW- Tube launched, optically tracked,

vire guided missile system

TRALCC - (United States Army). Training
and Doctrine Ccmmand

TRASANA - TRADOC Systems Analysis Activity

B. GIOSSAB!

Tahe fcllcwing definitions are extracted from gloasary

that was cttained frcm TRASANA.

1. Alternate position - A vehicular firing position
which covered the same target area a primary posi-
ticn. It was used when a primary position received

intensive fire, or to confuse the enemy's target

acquisiticn efforts.

2. Acquisition - The activity of discovering and

Iccating an actual target in sufficient detai to
permit the effective employment of weapons.
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3. Bcund - That movement an individual vehicle or

maneuver element made from one position tc another.
Ideally bounds were made from one covered ard conc-

ealed positicr to another as rapidly as possible.

4. Ccnditional Line of Sight(CLOS) - CLOS existed when

twc sensor LCS conditions were met. First, LOS
existed between a defending laser transmitter and an

attacking vehicle DAS. Secondly, LOS existed between
an offensive laser transmitter and a defensive vehi-

cle's DAS. When those conditions were met both

vehicles were assumed to have LOS with each other.

5. LAS- A laser energy receiving unit functioning on top

of each attacking and defending vehicle, and on the
searchlight mount of defending tanks.

6. Detection - When an observer was alerted to the pres-

ence of something cf possible military interest that

warrants further evaluation.

7. Engagement - The activity of laying on ;and firing at

an actual target. An engagement can be one oor many

firings at a single target.

8. False Target -Any target which was not of military

value or not a live player of the opposing side.

9. Line of sight Fath segment - A portion of the path a

moving target took over which LOS existed ccnminu-

ous-y to the sensor being considered. The path

segment was a distance in meters over which an

attacker traveled with LOS between an SLT and the BAS
mounted on top of the vehicle.

10. Line of sight time segment - That length of time a

target was on IOS path segment.

11. overwatch element - The tactical role of an element

positioned to observe the movement of another element

and to support it with fires.
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12. Time to acquire - The time for an observer to acquirs

a target based on line of sight. It started when LOS

exists between an SLT (colocated with the otserver)

and the vehicle's DAS. It ended when an cbserver

ccmmands "target" or "gunner". (See ti.me to engage)

13. line to engage - The time for an engagement which

began with the vehicle commander's command of
"gcunner"l or the gunner's command "target",1 until the

t ime of the first fiting at that specific target.

True target - Any tartet which was of military value

and proper and correct for the weapon system to

engage.
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